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1. UGAMES
Ugames is a game concept implemented by freelancers around the world, who bring their
knowledge in the web, cryptocurrencies, casino and solidity fields.

1.1 Company
There is no fixed team that deals with Ugames: the intent is to set the highest level of
decentralization in order to, first of all, avoid scams and, last but not least, the control of a
few subjects over all the others.

Each freelancer who has access to the modification and settings of the project receives a
proportionate and measured quantity of tokens, so as not to create influence on the
market. This justifies, as we will see in the next part of the white paper, the presence of a
wallet that initially holds 85% of the total offer.

This must not be misleading, it is clear, the presence and management of 85% for the
"employees", and not for a few owners, make the project stable and safe.

With this system in fact

1) you avoid the presence of whales inside the pool
2) with the transaction limit you avoid price dumps
3) as there is no fixed control team but freelancers from all over the world who only

have access to a few tokens at a time, it is impossible for the owners to have rug
pools and dumps

1.2 Mission
The mission is precisely to create a system with a life of its own and with the highest level
of decentralization and security possible. The project will develop over the years and will
see a progressive increase in the price and the freelancers involved. Each of these, through
their direct experience within the project, will be able to express their opinion on the
transparency and legality of the project itself.

1.3 Innovation
The innovation consists first of all in the high decentralization rate as already anticipated,
and secondly by the objectives present in the road map. In fact, several developers are
already working to create poker tables, the casino and the auction room, which will support
the price of the UFOs and give significant rewards to the holders.
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2. The Token
Token Ugames (UFO) has a structure that makes it unique in its kind, with an effective
anti-whale system and an invisible barrier for speculators both for private sale and for
buyers following the public launch:

2.1 Details

Supply: 100.000.000

Decimals: 18

Name: Ugames

Symbol: UFO

As indicated in the table, the total offer of tokens is 100,000,000 which will be divided as
follows:
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1) 5% pool (the amount that will be made available in the public launch)
2) 10% private sale (the amount destined for private sale, these people's wallets will be

blocked and tokens will be issued to them at a rate of 5% per month)
3) The remainder will go all into the reserve for freelancers and this will be used to

meet the needs of the project, release tokens for the use of the casino and the
exchange, and also for the implementation of online auctions.

85% of the portfolio can only be released through a compensatory mechanism, where each
freelancer will have access to a portion of tokens to ensure a minimum salary for the work
done on the project. Liquidity will be frozen for a period of 5 years.

2.2 TOKENOMICS

The peculiarity of UFO lies precisely in tokenomics; in fact, the advantages for the holders
and for the investors who participated in the private sale, lies in the fact that in addition to
a tax model, which we will discuss shortly, each additional platform tends to remunerate
the holders in the form of dividends or premiums; there is also a continuous induction to
the price increase.

To avoid high price volatility in the first months of the project, the purchasable or salable
quantity will be limited; this quantity will undergo a progressive increase starting from a
percentage of 0.1% of the total offer in the first month of the project.

As for the tax applied to each transaction, it will be divided as follows:
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Month 1 (each calculation will be made considering the launch price of the token)

Limit on each transaction ON total supply 0,10% 100000 $2.000,00

Each transaction in the first month of the life of the project cannot exceed $ 2000;
assuming a maximum transaction, the tax statement is illustrated below:

Total supply 100000000 start price $0,02

1° Month: Value

TAX 10% 10000 $200,00

Provider of structure 20% $40,00

Holders 20% $40,00

FreeLancer 20% $40,00

Liquidity 40% $80,00

Every month, those who participated in the private sale unlock 5% of their wallet and based
on the tokens that were destined for the presale, the following calculation emerges:

Private sale unlock 5% 500000 $10.000,00
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Month 2  (each calculation will be made considering the launch price of the token)

Limit on each transaction ON total supply 0,15% 150000 $3.000,00

Each transaction in the first month of the life of the project cannot exceed $ 3000;
assuming a maximum transaction, the tax statement is illustrated below:

Total supply 100000000 Start price $0,02

2° Month: Value

TAX 9% 13500 $270,00

Provider of structure 17,5% $47,25

Holders 20% $54,00

FreeLancer 20% $54,00

Liquidity 42,5% $114,75

Every month, those who participated in the private sale unlock 5% of their wallet and based
on the tokens that were destined for the presale, the following calculation emerges:

Private sale unlock 5% 500000 $10.000,00
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Month 3  (each calculation will be made considering the launch price of the token)

Limit on each transaction ON total
supply 0,20% 200000 $4.000,00

Each transaction in the first month of the life of the project cannot exceed $ 4000;
assuming a maximum transaction, the tax statement is illustrated below:

Total supply 100000000 Start price $0,02

3° Month: Value

TAX 8% 16000 $320,00

Provider of structure 15,0% $48,00

Holders 20% $64,00

FreeLancer 20% $64,00

Liquidity 45,0% $144,00

Every month, those who participated in the private sale unlock 5% of their wallet and based
on the tokens that were destined for the presale, the following calculation emerges:

Private sale unlock 5% 500000 $10.000,00
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Month 4  (each calculation will be made considering the launch price of the token)

Limit on each transaction ON total
supply 0,25% 250000 $5.000,00

Each transaction in the first month of the life of the project cannot exceed $ 5000;
assuming a maximum transaction, the tax statement is illustrated below:

Total supply 100000000 Start price $0,02

4° Month: Value

TAX 7% 17500 $350,00

Provider of structure 12,5% $43,75

Holders 20% $70,00

FreeLancer 20% $70,00

Liquidity 47,5% $166,25

Every month, those who participated in the private sale unlock 5% of their wallet and based
on the tokens that were destined for the presale, the following calculation emerges:

Private sale unlock 5% 500000 $10.000,00
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Month 5  (each calculation will be made considering the launch price of the token)

Limit on each transaction ON total supply 0,30% 300000 $6.000,00

Each transaction in the first month of the life of the project cannot exceed $ 6000;
assuming a maximum transaction, the tax statement is illustrated below:

Total supply 100000000 Start price $0,02

5° Month: Value

TAX 6% 18000 $360,00

Provider of structure 10,0% $36,00

Holders 20% $72,00

FreeLancer 20% $72,00

Liquidity 50,0% $180,00

Every month, those who participated in the private sale unlock 5% of their wallet and based
on the tokens that were destined for the presale, the following calculation emerges:

Private sale unlock 5% 500000 $10.000,00
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Month 6  (each calculation will be made considering the launch price of the token)

Limit on each transaction ON total
supply 0,35% 350000 $7.000,00

Each transaction in the first month of the life of the project cannot exceed $ 7000;
assuming a maximum transaction, the tax statement is illustrated below:

Total supply 100000000 Start price $0,02

6° Month: Value

TAX 6% 21000 $420,00

Provider of structure 10,0% $42,00

Holders 20% $84,00

FreeLancer 20% $84,00

Liquidity 50,0% $210,00

Every month, those who participated in the private sale unlock 5% of their wallet and based
on the tokens that were destined for the presale, the following calculation emerges:

Private sale unlock 5% 500000 $10.000,00

From end of first year
Tax 4%

A manual burn will be done on the coin to
create the inflationary effect and therefore raise

the price.

5% provider of structure

20% holders

20%  FreeLancer

55% to Liquidity

Private sale unlock 5% of wallet

Limit on each transaction 0,4% total supply
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Riepilogo:

Tokenomics

Time

Token on
each

trasnaction TAX TOT

Free
lancer
structure

TAX
TOT

TAX free
lancer

structure
TAX
holders

TAX
platform

To
liquidity

1° Month limit on
each transaction
0,1% 100000 10% 20% $200,00 $40,00 $40,00 $40,00 $80,00

2* Month limit on
each transaction
0,15 % 150000 9% 17,50% $270,00 $47,25 $54,00 $54,00 $114,75

3° Month limit on
each transaction
0,2% 200000 8% 15,00% $320,00 $48,00 $64,00 $64,00 $144,00

4° Month limit on
each transaction
0,25% 250000 7% 12,50% $350,00 $43,75 $70,00 $70,00 $166,25

5° Month limit on
each transaction
0,3% 300000 6% 10% $360,00 $36,00 $72,00 $72,00 $180,00

6° Month limit on
each transaction
0,35% 350000 5,0% 10% $350,00 $35,00 $70,00 $70,00 $175,00

1 Year limit on each
transaction  0,4% 400000 4% 5% $320,00 $16,00 $64,00 $64,00 $176,00

2 Year limit on each
transaction 0,45% 450000 4% 5% $360,00 $18,00 $72,00 $72,00 $198,00

3 Year limit on each
transactione 0,5% 500000 4% 5% $400,00 $20,00 $80,00 $80,00 $220,00

6 Year limit on each
transaction 1% 1000000 4% 5% $800,00 $40,00 $160,00 $160,00 $440,00

Apertura piscina
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Supply

100000000

Private sale10%

Pool 5%

Price Wallet

Private sale 10000000 $0,014 $140.000,00

PUBLIC LAUNCH 5000000 $0,02

Liquidity

Incasso totale$100.000,00

1. Casinò
Ugames Casino will be full of surprises! In addition to being able to enjoy and win the most
modern slot machines, visit the different rooms and game rooms, you will be able to "sit" at
special UFO tables with very high prizes and have the opportunity to confront your favorite
"seated" VIP there to play with you. It should be remembered, as mentioned in the Token
chapter, that those who keep the coins in staking will receive an APY not linked to the
amount of tokens but linked to the win at the table. Just a staking program based not on
the token remuneration but on a remuneration inherent to the winnings at the tables, will
entice many users to block their tokens to receive the dividend from the casino.
The UFOs can be used on any platform by filling out the affiliation form on the site, the
form will be analyzed by the community that will approve and reject the request for use.

2. Online auctions
Our sponsors and influencers will sell their personal items through our platform, users will
buy such items through UFOs and this will give even more price boost. However, this
section will be realized later.
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3. Stacking program
UFO's Stacking program is one of a kind; in fact, the remuneration for anyone staking UFOs
is directly in BNB. Unlike all the other coins on the market, this stacking allows you to block
your tokens, and based on the quantity and time, to receive a return based on the cashout
of the Ugames casino poker tables.

4. Exchange
Ulexia Exchange will be innovative and revolutionary. There are many problems for novice
users to interact with the bscscan and with wallets that support binance smart chain, but
this exchange aims to make people deposit in fiat currency and subsequently receive UFOs
without having to interact directly with the wallet of the binance smart chain, but through
an intuitive and simplified mask that will allow anyone to invest in complete autonomy and
simplicity

5. Road Map
Phase 1

Marketing campaign, coinsniper, coinhunt

Private sale

Public launch

Marketing campaign

Phase 2

Coinmarketcap, Coingecko

First exchange

Decentralized gaming platforms

Marketing campaign

Second exchange

Online charity auctions with celebrities from the world of sport and entertainment
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Phase 3

Third exchange

Ulexia wallet on android and ios

Ulexia Exchange

Fourth exchange


